
THE USE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC PLAtES AS AN AID TO 
COSMIC RAY INVESTIGATIONS *' 

By D.~. BOSE 

This is the second occasion on whicJt 1 have the opportunity of addressing 
an annual mccting of the Indian Phtsical Society. The past year has been 
marked by an intensification of the war fp Europe, by an increased effort made 
in this country to produce in larger mea,ue the materials required for a successful 
prosecution of the war in the near East, ~nd aiso to llIa~ufacture articles whose 
supply from Europe and Amcrica have ~en cut off as a result of the war. A 
Board of Scientific and Industrial ReSearch has been created under the able and 
energetic directorship of Profl:'ssor S. S. Bhatnagar. Sub-committees have been 
appointed to investigate and work out schemes of research for the pro~uction of 
tcchnologically important articles. Researches in technical physics have been 
directed towards the production of optical glasses, scientific instruments, wireless 
goods and allied articles. This recent development of research in technical 
physics has again brought up to my mind the question Ollce put to me by a 
friend of mine ill Bombay in ]928, at the time when Sir C. V. Raman had made 
his epoch-making discovery of the effect associated with his name. The question 
put to me was that why Indians, who have made such fundamental discoveries 
in pure physics, were so tardy in working out technological inventions. It 
appears to me that the present time is suitable for a review of the development 
of the various sciences, pure and applied, in this country since the advent of the 
British, and of their applications to the welfare of this country. The whole 
problem could be reviewed from the standpoint which is so widespread at present 
in some of the western COUlltri~s, that scientific development at any epoch takes 
place in response to the social requirements of the period. 1 had at first inteu(kd 
to take up this theme as the subject of my address before you to-day. Subse. 
quently 1 discovered that tIle time at my disposal was not sufficient for a 
satisfactory investigation and an adequate presentation of the subject. I have 
therefore decided to present before you a short review of a subject which has been 
engaging my atklltioll during the last two years, -viz., the use of photographic 
plates as a mea11S of investigation of problems of nuclear pllysics and of cosmic 
rays, the stress being laid on investigations in the last-named subject. 

* Presidentialllddress d Dr. D. M. nose before the allnual111eeting of the Indian Physical 

Soddy held at Benares. 
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As you are aware that the clk-cts produced accidentally 011 photographic 
plates led to the discovery of X.rays by R()ntgen and of radiations frol1l uranium 
compounds by Becquerel. In those days photographic plates formed an indis
pensable adjunct in such investigations, but subsequc;:nt development of sensitive 
methods of measuring ionisation currellts, the devt:lopment of Wilson's cloud 
ch&mber and of the counter·tube arrangements by Geiger placed the photographiC 
plate in the background. Recently the photagraphic plate has been found of 
great help in the study of uuclear disintegration and scattedng investigations, 
and also in cosmic ray research. For the last type of work fhe photographic 
plate acts as an integrating Wilsol1's chamher, by metins of which cosmic ray 
processes of very rare occurrence eanbe cOllveniently investigated. 

As an introduction. I propose to give a short account of the constitution of 
the photographic emulsion, the action of Jigllt radiation in producing developable 
latent image, and the generally accepted theoretical interpretation of the kno\\"tJ 
properties of the emulsion towards light radiation. The action of ionising 
particles in producing latent image in photographic emulsion has not yet heel) 
so thoroughly studied. With the growing illlportullce of the photographic emul
sions for such investigations, new types of plates are beiug placed in the market 
by Agfa, Kodak and specially hy Ilford and Co. It is a pity that we have no 
firm manufacturing photographic emulsions in this eountry with who~e eo
operation it would have been possible for us to investigate the action of moving 
charged particles in producing latent images and also in making new el11u;sions 
to suit the changing requirements of research. For example, it has been found 
that the dye pina-kryptol yellow, which is a desensitiser of the action of iight on 
photographic emulsions, increases the sensitivity of the latter to the detection 
of protons, and no explanation of this effect has yet been found. 

A photographic emulsion consists of a suspension of tiny AgBr crystals with 
a small percentage of Agi in gelatine. In ordinary emulsions there are about 
10° grains per cm. 2 of plate area, and the average size 'of the grains vary frol1l 
0.1 x lO-8 CIll. 2 for slow speed positive emulsions to 1.0 x II-~ cm. 2 for fast 
negative emulsions. The grains are usuaJIy flat plates of triangular and hexa
gonal shape, and their thiekncsses are about 1/10 of their diameters. It is 
found that the sensitiveness of the emulsion to light is increased by the presence, 
of a minute quantity of Ag»S in it, and it can be further increased by the process 
of ripening. It is supposed that on the surface of each AgBr grain is a sensitive 
spot containing either a small amount of AgaS or a minute silver speck formed 
during the process of ripening. The latent image is formed during the exposure 
to light by a sufficient number of silver atoms being deposited round thi?J s~k •. 

. The J1lechanism by which the silver atoms are deposited is conceived.. accord
ing to the generally accepted theory of Gurney and Mott, as fol1o:ws. Each 
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quantulll of light absorbed raises one of the attached electron in Br- iOllS to the 

conduction level of the AgBr crystal, where it begins to migrate until it gets 
finally trapped on the sensitive spot 011 the grain. The accumulation of a few 
such electrons on the spot produces a strong local field in which some of the 
Ag+ ions in the ionic AgBr crystal begin to migrate and get finaily attached to 
the spot as neutral Ag atoms. A mechanism is also proposed according to which 
the Br- ions released by the productioil of neutral Ag atoms can ultimately 
escape from ,the surface of the grain. A~ to the size of the latent image it is 
found that the number of light quanta rfquired to be absorbed for their formation 
vary with the grains; on an average a~\lt 50 per cent of the grains become 
developable by the absorption of 501i,ht qnanta by each. We conclude that 
the latent image in any grain of AgBr i~ a speck of silver containing at least 
50 atoms. 

I. 

It is found that these photographic i:CIlIUlsiollS also react to the action of 
ionising particles like n-particles, protdvs, deuterons and even electrons. The 
eHects observed falll1nder two categories--(i) the density of hlackening produced 
on photographic emulsions exposed normally to a corpuscular beam, in which 
the density-exposure relation for different kinds of charged particles are studied. 
Investigations have been made as to how far the Reciprocity law holds for 
irradiation by cbarged particle and (it) the llumber of grains developed along the 
tracts of the charged particle in the emulsion. Two reports nrc available which 
sllllllllarise the results so far obtained, the first one by H. Wambacher, 'Action 
of corpuscular radiation on photographic emulsion,' leit. f. Wiss. Phot., 38, 
38,1939, the other is a report by T. R. Wilkins 'The response of photographic 
materials to Atomic particles,' J. of App. Phy., 11,35, 1940. 

The results obtained have bccn summarised hy Wambacher as follows :-

I X-ray quantum (,\ = 0.5 '~)-O!l an average develops one grain of Agllr 
(total number of Ag atoms released IOUO) 

·1 fl-particlc from Ra (6.IO"CV)-lO-15 grains of Agllr (total nUl1IOcr 50,000 
Ag atoms) 

6-8 (3-particles (I05.IO"eV)-1 AgBr grain 

I electron (104 eV)-2 AgBr grains 

104 positive-ray particles (800 cV)-one AgBr grain. 

The most carefully investigated effect of corpuscular radiation on photo· 

graphic emulsion has been with a-particles. Each a-particle produces on an 
average 2-3 thousand Ag atoms per AgBr particle strtlck, it thus, as experi
mentally proved, blackens every particle passed through by it. 

The action of l1"particles and positrons on photographic emulsion is not 
clearly known. Slow electrons (energy of order 104 eV) may ionise the AgBr 
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grain on its path but owing to their small mass they are easily scattered and 
therefore do not form a linear deposit of blackened grains; furtber tbey give 
rise to fluorescent radiation, by collision both with the emulsion and its glass 
backing, which blackens the emulsion. On the other hand fast electrons (energy 
105_106 eV) do not sufficiently ionise the AgBr grams so tbat their tracks cannot 
be made visible on photographic emulsions. 

Fast protons produced by the recoil of a-particles with hydrogen have also 
been shown to produce detil1it"e ionisation tracks. These investigatio~~ are due to 
Taylor and to Blau and Wambacher; and as the latters' investigations have been 
the starting point of our own work, more attention will be given to it. 

The technique of the method used to see the tracks of individual high 
energy particle like a-particle, deuteron or proton is as follows. The photographic 
plate exposed to the radiation is developed and examined under a high·power 
microscope. The quantities to be tlleasnred are the length of the tracks on the 
emulsion usually given ill units of ,«10-4 cm.). It is found that the emulsions 
have a density of about 2.8, and OllC cm. oflcngth of track in air is equivalent to 
about 7p.length in the emulsion. The other important factor to be noticed is 
the quantity known as meall grain distancc (Ill.p.d.) along a track = 

length Of the track in /1., wllerc n is the number of developed grains on the track. 
n-I 

Both these quantities depend upon the charge and energy of the ionising particle . 
. 'fhe suitability of a photographic emulsion for this kind of work depends 

upon that 

(i) the emulsion must be as fille-grained as possible so us to have tllC 
maximum number of developed grains along the trark of all ionising partide i 

(ii) it should be as free fro111 background fog as possible, and the develop
ment SllOUld be so conducted as to minimise the production of such fogs. The 
effect of background fog is to prevent the clear discernment of the hacks of 
ionising particles, specially those in which the grain distance is large; 

(iii) it is found that different types of emulsion are sensitive to One or more 
kinds of ionising particles, e.g .• Ilford H 1 plates only record tI acks of a-partic:cs, 
while the R2 plates record in addition the tracks of slow protons. BJau found 
that certain emulsion like Imperial process plates ",hen bathed in a solution of 
pinakryptol yellow (a desensitiser in ordinary photographic process) the tracks 
due to the passage of protons are greatly lengthened. Similar treatm€:nt of 
IIford Ra plate by Ruerti and Wilkins led to the proton tracks on them being 
increased by 8 or 9 times ill length as that in untreated plates, and the tracks 
so obtained corresponded in full to the range of the proton in the emulsion. 
But the best results were obtained by Blau and Watnbacher by using Ilford New 
Halftone plates. which for purpose of cosmic ray investigations were used with a 
film thickness of 70/A (ordinary R, plates have a tbickness of 14/A). 
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The tn.p.d. for different particles found with these plates are given be1o\v 

Particle 

Particles from Th. C range 
8.62 em. in air 

Proton range 5.8-29 em 
2<)-85 em. 

nJall & Wambaeher 1l1.p.d. 

1.S P
I. 56 I' 

Bo~(' & Chowdhury 

.:.6 p-

i.e., according to Blau and Wambacher,;up to energies of 10 MeV the mean 
particle distance of ",-particles and prot«ms are independent of their energies. 
Our results are slightly ditlerent and may ~e attributed to some difference in the 
composition of till.: 1.:1l1ulsiol1 supplied t~ lts. Snch plates were exposed in their 
original packing at Hat'elecker (230 ITI) a~ kept there for four months at the 

temperature IS° C In an area of .507 ctn!2, when only trae-ks of length greater 
than 10 cm. air were counted. DIan and Wambacher found the llumber to he 85. 
They consisted of 29 tracks witb lengths greater than I metre of air, olle of length 
6~ metres and another of 12 metres. '1'he mean particle distance varied between 

1.371'- and 5.711 • It was improbable that with the exception of two WIth m.p.d 
less than LSI'- they were due either to "-particles or (J-particles or positrons. 

The conclusion was drawn that they are due to fast protons. This conclnsiOll 

tacitly implies that though, up to energies of IO MeV, the mean grain distance 
of the proton tracks was a constant, for higher energies however the m.p.d

increased. The authors tried to build up an energy calibration curve on the 
line of Draggs Ionisation curve for these particles. For this curve use was made 
of the fact that along different portions of long tracks the grai11 distances were 
found to decrease continuously from one end of the track to the other, this 
direction of decrease would correspond to the direction of diminution of velocity 
of the ionising particle. This calibration clIrve was used to determine the energy 
of short-range tracks on the emulsion which hac1large values of m.p.d. It was 

shown that ill ma11Y such tracks the directioll of traversal of the ionising particie 

was inclined to the plane of the emulsion surface alld so only a short range of 
the track was continued inside the elllulsion. These tracks were assumed to bv 
due to protons, which were supposed to be produced in the lIIaterial of the 
emulsion by recoil from the fast primary neutrons in the cosmic rays, As will 

be reported later, our own investigations lead to the concJllsioll that the tracks 
with tn.p.d. > 31( are due mostly to mesotrons. In addition to these single 
tracks, 60 cases of nllclear disintegration were observed, giving rist:> to multipie 

star like tracks radiating from a centre (up to 12 in member). Out of 31 stars 
which were measured the energy of disintegration in four cases was 100 Me V, 

the emitted particles being assumed to be prtoons. Such emission of protons 
(with emission of an equal number at least of non-ionising neutrons) can take 
place according to the nuclear evaporation process {on the liq,uid drop model)1 
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If the particle has a range R(p) in the givenl11edium I 2+(1)') 
R~ "'t' 1_ J ,:(~;. ('_I 

where a i~ a ('Oll~tant of the medium. 
;! 

b F:l V For low values of p, H:::: Z,') --< - ; if the l'lwrgy H is expl't'ssed in JVI;? • 
,- >/M 

and]\[ tIl{' llIa~s of the particle in proton unit, then for ail' h~ ;1;. 

The average deflectiol1 f) of snch a partic1l' due to 111111tipk l'cattering is 

. 1 (J ( 1 <7)'\ %7.'c 2 v'Ni gwen )y = 19·5-~·r ogiO -" -e--E- . 

In a WilSOll ehamber. for ionising particics of CIH:rgy between J0 7 - JOS eV, 
the ionisation of a mesotron will he much strongl~r than that of an elcetrol1, and 
the mass of the former can be derived fro111 any two of the following meaSl1re
ments, range (if the particle track cnds inside the chamber). ionisation density, 
and curvature in a magnetic field. 

Now let us consider the applieation of these formulas to the tracks of the 
ionising particle on photographic emulsions. According to Wa1llbacher the 
composition of a silver bromide emulsion (probahly Ilford Halftone) is as follows 

H C NOS Br Ag 

15, 9.6, 2.8, 3.5, 0.1, I, I 

Its u~nsity is 2.89 and it has all average atomic l111lllher Z=().2 31111 the 1111111h('r of 
atoms per c.c. comes out to he 1.4 x 102 ;:. Froll1 the iouisatioll loss formula, know
ing tlle velocity and charge of the ionising particle, we can calculate the average 
number of ions produced per unit length. Assuming that the silver bromide 
crystallites are of uniform size, then theoretically it is possible to calculate the 
number of electrons produced in each grain; if this number is above the minimum 
number n~ necessary to develop all the silver bromide grains, then all of them 
are developed (50 to 100 atoms of silver require to he deposited in grains of silver 
bromide by light in order that 50% of the grains lllay be developed). A~ordillg 
to Blau; each IJ-purticle on all avemge produce 2000-3000 silver atoms per AgBr 
particle struck, and therefore as found experimentally liP to a-particle from Th 
C' (energy 9·7 MeV), the mean particle distance remains constant and equal to 
the distance between the silver bromide crystals ill the emulsion. 

In the case of recoil proton tracks on Ilford Halftone emulsion, Blau and 
Wambacher find that up to a range of 100 em. air. the "m.p.d. is 1.54,« as against 
1·4/A for a-particle. While from our own records we find that the m.p.d. increase 
from I.8,~ for a-particle to '2.6/~ for proto:!ls. We find therefore for recoil protonj> 
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even for ranges up to 60 cm. air, not all the silver halide grains along their tracts 
are affected. To account for this we suppose that if the average number of 

Ag atoms deposited per grain of AgEr by proton be 11 and it is less tha11 110 the 
mi11imulU 11umber per grain required to develope it, than the probability that a 

grain is developed is P(tlo) = nii"~I::~' ; this integrated over tlle limits no to (J.) 

no·' 
and ll1utiplied by the numher of Ag~r grains per unit le11gth of emulsion will 

give the number of grains which will he 'eposited per unit 1el1gth of the track. 
",i 

There are many difficulties in the way 10£ solving this problem; for one thing 
the sizc of the grains is 110t unifor1l1, ',)1Or are they aU at the same stage of 
ripcness, i .c., different grains wil1 req~ire the deposition of different 'llumber 
of silver atoms to enable them to act as 14tcnt image. 

,> 

:f~' 

Bince it is not possible to deduce frol11 the general ionisation fortlluia, the 
relation between the charge al1d velocity of a particlc and the number of silver 
grains deposited per unit length along its track in a photographic elllu!s;on, we 

lIlay proceed to attack the problem ill a semi-empirical way as suggested by 
Helen & Wilkin. According to thel11 due to the motion of charged particle, 

Z' .. 
each of the grains rt!ceivcs an impulse 1= S Fdt - ':" eo-"..! approximately, where 

p. 'V 

I' = the dista1lce bdwt!Cll the moving particle of charge Z'e, a11(1 Ull 

eledro11 ill the silver halide grail! alld l' is its velocity. 1£ this illlpuise is greater 
than a critical value 10 , the11 a sufficient llUlll ber of electrons is set free iII the 
grain to produce a latent image. Thus all the silver halide grains 1/ within II 

o • " Z'c~ I 
volume rr"·.1 WIll be affected whert! 11- rrp· - '1' Using the formula giving 

'V 0 

tlte range of a dlUrged particle as fU1Jl'tiolJ .of its mass energy ami charge, it call 

be shown that if "n, "I' an<1 11" arc tIle JlU1Ilher of silver graills developed pO' 

unit lengths of the tracks of n-partick, protoll and deuteron of the sallIe range, 

thell 11 n 
=2 while Helcn & \\lilkills timl eX}Jerilllclltally the vallie 1.7 

11" 

and 111l 
=1.25 1·4 .. " " IIp 

'I'here is thus ol1ly a vcry approximate agreement with cXl'crilllental results. 

According to this formula the numLer of grains, developed per unit length of a 
moving charged particle is proportional inversely to the velocity of the particle. 
This formula is 110t even approximately correct. If a proper conelation between 
the valu~s of n and 'V for any kind of charged particle can be found, then the 
mass of that particle can be determined fr0111 it and frol1J the ~nu1tiple scatteril1g 
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slitIercll l,y the sa:llc parlidc ttavcrsillg 1I1101Igh a knowJJ length of the photo
graphic emulsion. The multiple scattering is plOportional inversely to the 
energy E of the particle . 

. The importancc of this n:sult lies ill the fact that many of the highly ionising 
tracks observed ill lIford Halftone plates exposed hy us to cosmic radiation have 
heen found to be curved. As will be shown just now, it has enabled us to 
decide that the particles responsible for thell1 IIIUSt have a 1l1aSS lower than that 
of plotons, and since fast electrons do not producc sllch tracks on photographic 
emulsions, these tracks 11lust be due to mesotrollS. 

1 slutllnext proceed to give an account of our 0\\,11 investigatio1l on cosmic 
rays using the photographic plates as detectors. We have followed '1'<lY lor's 
procedure of keeping R2 platcs at high altitudes, Iwjf of each plate being treated 
with a solution of a salt of a heavy clement like Uranium, Lead, Bisllluth, 
Samarium, and Rubidium. Llke Taylor we have obtained positive results of 
disintegration of Samarium nucleus under the action of sOlTle component of 
cosmic rays. No definite results could be ohtained "ith Uranium, due to the 
large number of secondary particle tracks shown Oll the plates, resulting frolli 
the natural disintegration of the Uranium nucleus and of its products. The 
investigations with the other substances arc beillg continued, no definite results 
have yet been obtained. 

We have also in another series of investigations followed Blalt and Walllbacher 
in keeping untreated Ilford Halftone plates in paper cartons exposeu to cosmic 
radiation. 'fhe plates arc kept at three diiTerent elevations-Darjeeling (l\Iayapuri 
Research Station, elevation 7,000 ft.), SalJd8kphu (Dak BUl1galow, 12,U()O ft.) and 
Phari jong Post-Office (I4,5uO ft.). 'l'hese plates were kept vertically standing 011 

their longside, under the following conditions (i) Darjeding exposed to air, (ii) 

Sandakphu, exposed to air, kept under 20 Clll. of \Yater, under 5.5 cm. of lead, 
(iii) Phari jong exposed to air. kept vertical and flat. 

From the plates kept at Darjec1ing and Sandakphu, information has been 
obtained on (a) the relative intensity of the track produci11g rays at these two 
places (b) the relative absorption ill 20 CI11. of water of the radiation at Sandakphn 
.111d in the air moss l)etween Sandakphu and Dar,ieeling which has a mass of 
140 gm. / em. ~ (c) the possibility of production of doubly cbarged proton. Acc'ord
ing to Bhabha' s theory the following reaction is possible: P + p-+ p+ + + N and it 
can take place when a fast protoll of energy greater thaI] 35 MeV traverses 45 em. 

of \vater. 

The tracks which have been obtaiued 011 these plates consist of single and 
multiple tracks. The number of different kilJds of tracks, obtained in the 
different plates is given in Table II. The last colulnns give the frequency of 
single, double, etc. tracts on the given plate areas. 
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TAla.Ii 11 

J'lace Tillie of Hxp. Area of plate 

'Sund"kphu 
(air) 

Ssn<lakl'hu 
(wHl('n 

I iaJjc'l'lhlg 
'air) 

I' 

Ie 
1 

J .1(1 ('In.~ :; oS, 

1 "5 t hi, 

:; 
l,fll) . ", 20 

1:-; 

I" 

1c 
5 

.) 

2 

k 
7 

lIIIe 
z I III f, ..... t 

of 1:; 
trRck,. 

,i: 
Many of these tracks arc curved, and 511C' curvcd tracks also form part of the 
multiple star tmcks. We shall fIrst con61ll! our atteutioll to the sillgle tracks 
shown in the plates kept at ~alldakpbu under air and U11der 20 C11I. of watcr. 
III Table III such tmcks an: collc:dt'd, in the last C01U11111 of which the ellcrgy of 
the particles as caiculated fro\ll the lIIultiple scatterilJg formula of Williams is 
given. For comparison similar data for fast proton tracks are givcn under C. 
They arc produced by the rel'oil of hydrogen at01l1 in tllc photograpllic elllulsion 

by fast neutrons l)1'oduced by a tube contaiuing Ra and filled with Be powder. 
Between the source and the photographic plate a block of HI em. lead was kept 
to cut otI ')I-rays. 

A. Sanoakpllll 
(Air) 

Track Nv. 

Total air 
kugU\. 

--- - --_ .. " "_ .. 

1-22 

23"45 

46-47 

78-87 

Jl. Sandakphu 
(Water) 

380 

3.~6 

395 

107 

(·m. 

('111. 

t'lll. 

1'111. 

1-43 4[1.0 CIlI. 

128 

C. R('coil proton lIlT em. 

IlLp.d, 

5·5 

4·~ 

H 

2·7 

4·2 

2.61' 

TARI,E III 

i 
I 

No. of cur\'ed 
tra('b 

4 

'J 

12 

2 

2 

I 2 single sl'attered , 

I 

! 'rotal angle "f 1I11(,tgy f,lcY sea tterillJ.: 

19° 1.91 

57' 061 

til° ".61 

12· 

55· 0·69 
16· 1.31 

I I sligbtly C'urved ! 
_~_~-.. __ ._, .• ~ •• ~._, ___ • __ ._, __ ~ ______ ~,_. _____ ., __ ~ __________ 1 ____ ._ ...... _.~ ___ • __ _ 
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From the above table the following inferences can be made (i) if the track Ii 
found on the plates exposed to cosmic ray were due to protons, then those with 
larger values of m.p.d. (i c. > 2.6p. of proton under C) should possess higher 
energies, and since the multiple scattering suffered by them are inversely 
proportional to their kinetic energies, they should be less scattered than the 
recoil protons shown ill C. Actually they are more scattered, and since these 
particles cannot have less than one unit of charge, their mass must be less than 
that of proton. Further these tracks cannot be due to electrons, they must 
therefore be due to mesoiTons. That is, the particles responsible for tracks with 
large tn.p.d. obtained both by BIau and Wambacher and ourselves in Ilford 
Halftone plates arc principally 11leSOlrOllS and 110t protons. It is of fmther 
interest to note that the tracks with low IlI.p.d. on the cosmic ray plates (2.i-2.4/1) 

have large energies. This result can be satisfactorily explained on the aSSU1l11J
tion that the particles responsible for them contain a large proportion of protons, 
produced by recoil fr01ll neutrons contained in the cosmic rays 

The next point we shaH consider is the relative absorption of the primary 
cosmic radiation responsible for the productioll of the tracks in air Hnd in water. 

In Table IV is given the llulIlber of tracks ohserved in photographic plates 
kept at Sandakphu and at Darjceling under different conditiol1s. As a measure 
of the energy of the cosmic radiation responsible for the l,roductiol1 of these 

tracks, we have taken simply the llUllIbcr of tracks recorded all uuit area of tI\l! 
plate in a give11 time. 'fhis is permissible since if these tracks arc due to 111C50-

trons, their energy of creation is of the order IO~ eV, which is very large cOlllparcd 

to their kinetic energies. Fro111 thb COllllt we have excil1ded trucks ill whidl 
the m.p.d. is less thau ~/' as cxperienl'c shows tlwt stich track~ arc tlsually due 

to !I,-particle conta111intaiol1s. 

Salldakphu. 

iJarjeeling 

1'AIlI,E IV 

No, of tracks per 
Plaks kept under, C11I2/100 rlays 

Ii) air 165 

(ii) ~o CIll. water 67 

(iii) air 103 

No. "i tral}'~ Hl)s,,! ted Ii 

111 

20 gm. of water 91' 

140 gm./cm,2 of air 61 

~---. - --- ~---~- ---- --~~-.~-

,-.-._ ..... __ .. _--_. __ ._'----

Ratio IIf 
abso!'ptioll 

1.6 

We find that the rays responsible fol' the production of tracks on the photo
graphic plates are morc strongly absorbed in water than in air, i.e., they arc 
chicfly neutrons. This conclusion is supported by the observations of Heitler 
and his fellow' workers who kept similar Halftone plates at Jungfraujoch 
(13,400ft) uuder different thicknesses of lead. The number of tracks observed 
on the plates was a maximum under 1.2 em. of lead, and it slowly falls down 
near to its value in air, at under 12 em. lead. 'rhey draw the conclusion that 
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the responsible constituents of the cosmic ray consist of two portions, one easily 

absorbable and the other very little absorbable in lead, i.e, they consist partly of 

photons and partly of neutrons. Our own plates kept under lead wef(~ found 

fogged on developemcllt and so could 1I0t he I1tilised. Rcwrtiug to our 0\\'11 

results,. we can calculate from the following consideratiolls the rdatiw energy' 
loss of fast neutrons which arc rcspolHdble for the creation of singlc and lllultiplt· 

mesotron showers in the given masses ¥ air and water. A neutron, :mfferillg 
un elastic collision with an at0111 of mass M, looses 011 un average 21M of its 

kinetic energy, i.e., it requires M/2 cOlli,ioll to produce the same lo~s of l'nergy 
as collision with a hydrogen atom. pn calculating the 1I\1111ber of equivalent 

hydrogen-like collisions ill the givt:n ~Ilasses of water and air, the ratio of 
hydrogen-like collisions comes Ollt to he ' •. 7, which is very ll(~ar to the Oh~l'r\'etl 
value of 1.6. ',~, .... 

The agreement het",'een the two l:(jf 110t accidental} C~ll1 be ll1aue plallsibll' 
on the following assumptions: (i) the rlite of production of such high energy 
11eutro11S in the air mass between :-iandakphu and Darjceling arc very few ('Olll

pared to the number present in the original beam (iO the cross-section for clastic 
scattering is very large compared to that for 11Iesotron production (iii) 011 :In 

average they do not suffer 1IIore than one hydrogen-like collision in the given 
masses of air anu water. 

TABI.lt V 

4(,'" 

N ... of .'urn"l Total nngle of Ii 2\kun angle 
~~L tracks I Sl'tlt'it'ring hdw""ll pair 

, Fu "''' ;.,' both 'I ,," "I .,' 

tracks are ('ltrl'ed) 

Pair'l'nwks i Total Ipllgth 
N,). I 

lII.p .• \' 

I 

In Table V data for 18 pair tracks found 011 the plate at Sanuakphl1 under 

air is given. From the relatioll between track lengths m.p.d. and total allgle 
of scattering, there can be no doubt that these pairs consist of lIIcsotrons. The 
angle between the pairs vary from 6° to 35°, with a mean value of 17°. It is 

interesting to apply to these pairs the consideration used by Weutzel to lilliit 
the angular spread of pairs arising Ol1t of the interit'r(,l1cl' of n 1\'(1\'(' 1'1Ickt'l of 

energy E scattered over an obstacle of linear dimension II 

(J.< A_H <. ~c __ ~ ; here u=total energy lI'I 2 X 1(1" eV; (1",,- J7" ; 
lI'I 2ITa VI 2ITaE -

the value of a comes out to be 2.07 X 10-1 :1 ('111. whit'll is of the same order as the 

electron radius 2.8 x 10-13, It is difficl1lt to"say whether any physical significance 

c~n be attached to this quantity. 
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Since in the other higher multiple tracks the tn.p.d. of the tracks also vary 
between 61! and 2.5!J., and some of them also appear curved, it is permitted to 
infer that they are all of mesotron character. The detailed examination of these 
multiple star tracks is being carried out. 

The conclusion can be drawn from Ollr investigation that by the interaction 
of one or more high-energy cOIllPonents of the cosmic radiation (principally 
neutrons) with atoms in the photog! aphic emulsion Illultiple mesotron showers 
are produced. This conclusion appears to he importan~ since, according to the 
classical theory of mesotron proposed recently by Bhabha a ::d later taken up by 
Heitler, the sl'attering cross-section of 111esotrons of er:ergy 108 eV by proton 
or neutron is of the order 10-21 to 1O-2S cm. 2 This is in agreement with the 
meagre experimental data of J. C. Wilson ; there is no place however for meso
tron shower production according to this theory. According to the theory 
developed by Heitler this cross section remains a COllstant over a large range of 
energy. In Bhabha's later developement of the theory of mesotron with a Spill, 
however, the cross-!'oectiol1 has a llIaximum in the region of energy 3.2 x lOR eV. 
Whether. the sudden increase of scattning cro~s-s('ction ill this region can lead 
to a proccss of multiple mesotron shmver generation is not clear. A reccnt 
theory of Heisenberg appears to gin· a reasonable picture of multiple mesotron 
shower production due to impact of ul1charged particles 011 protons and neutrons. 
It is also free from certain of the theoretical objection raised against the older 
quantum theory of scattering of mesotron. If the conclusions I have drawn 
frolll onr photographic records are valid and are further verified by later 
investigations, then this method can produce experimental evidence of a type 
of il1teracti911 betwcen matter and ('ertaiu constituents of cosmic radiation, 
1I0t readily available hy other methods. The photographic plate is specially 
suited to record processes il1 which protons, mesotrntlS, "-p:utic1es un' jlroduccd 
over comparatively lo\\' range of cllergy, 'Iyi:::., 111 the rcgiotl of J(l6 cV for "-particles 
aud protons. For this regio11 and for these types of particles the method is 
superior to the Wilson Chamber apparatns. 

We have made a prelillliuary search fol' the existence of doubly charged 
protons, on the plate kept at Sandakphu under 20 C11l. of water. As stated 
earlier, such particles are expected to be created Wl1Cll fast protons of energy 
greater tllall 3·5 x 101 eV traverse 45 C111. length of water. Our plate was kept 
exposed for 202 days and we looked for tracks with m.p.d. between J.7!J. to 
2.011 and of range greater than 10 cm. of air. which is the length of the highest 
energy particle tracks due to Tb C'. In all area of 1.05 em. r no s11ch track ha!> 
been ohserved. 'I'be investigation is being further continued. 

We can sl1mmarise the results which have been ohtail1ed from a study of 
cosmic radiation using Ilfotd Halftone plates as follows: 

(i) Blau and Wambacher find '"long single tracks and star-like multiple 
~racks 011 sl1ch plates ill wJ:tich the m.p.d. vary from 1.371' to 5.7/.1.. Tbese tracJt~ 
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are assumed to be due to protons, produced in the case" of single tracks by the 
recoil of protons in the emulsion with fast cosmic ray neutrons. The star-like 
tracks represent the products of nuclear explosions (presumably of the evaporation 
type), in which both protolls and ncutrons are emitted, aud of which only the 

fonner are recorded. 
(ii) Beitler and his co-workers only count the number of tracks which 

appear in such plates kcpt under 4ifferent thicknesses of lead plates at Jung

fraujoch. They conclude that the cO¢lponcnts of the cosmic ray responsible for 
the heavy-ionisatioll track are partly pltOtoIlS and partly neutrons. 

(iii) Bose and Choudhury findifrom the mUltiple scatteril1g of these tracks 

that they are principally due to lllcsutItms, whose cnergy lie in the range 10:'-10" 

eV. Fr011l the relative absorption ib VI'ater and air the conclusion is dmwn that 
the fast neutrons in the cosmic ray ar~ principally responsible for tIle creation 
of mcsotrons cither singly or in a 1l1l1ltfple process. 

t 
The data so far collected allow\ only qualitative conclusions to be drawn. 

It can be expected that aCClll1lulatiort of a larger amount of data will aIloV\' 

certain quantitative conclusions to be drawH (i) on the cnergy distrihution and 

the relative proportions of photons, neutrons and other possible constituents in 
the cosmic ray which produce lIlCsotrollS by multiple processes of the type 
envisaged by Heisenberg, (ii) 011 the cross-section for sitlgle scattering oud 

for shower production, (iii) 011 the existence ofdollbly charged protons and anti

protons which acconling to Bhahha can 1.)e created during interaction between 
protons aud protons P + P----+ P' + + N and between neutrons and neutrons 
N+N-+P-+P+ . 

It is imperatively neeessary that further investigations on the formatioll of 
latent images by the action of moving charged particles in photographic emulsions 

is undertaken. Without such investigations it will not be possible to make the 
photographic emulsion all instrument for accurate quantitative measuremel1t ill 
cosmic ray investigations. 

Recently the mass of the particles producillg cufved tracks on the photo
graphic emulsion has been determined. The theory of the method used as 

follows-if the unknown particle is mesotron, it is singly charged like the proton. 
and the assumption is made that both the proton and the mesotron will produce 
tracks on the emulsiolJ with the same 1II,p,d., provided they start with the same 

velocities. Then the ratio of the killetic energies of mesotroll and proton with 
the same m.p.d, will he proportiollal to the masses of these two particles. The 

energy of the mesotron can be ohtained from the mnltiple scattering ill the 
emulsion using William's formula. That of the protons can be obtained from 

calibration curve connecting the K.E. of pi OtUll producing tracks on the emul
sion, with the m.p.d. along the tracks. The calibration curve was found, up 

to energies of 10 Mev, to be a straight line, from which the K.E. of the protons 

corresponding to the m.p.d. found for cosmic ray particles can be obtained by 

u-I372P 
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extrapolation. The following values of the mass of the particles bave been 
obtained in terms of electron mass mo, 173, 149, 158, 153, 167 with mean equal to 
(x60.2 ±4.3) mo, which falls within the range of the best determination of the 
mesotron. It is expected that the introduction of certain corrections will increase 
the value of po by ten per cent. The resnlts have been communicated in a note 
sent recently to • Nature.' 
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